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Dear Shelby, 
 
As with draft 1, the ORRAP is pleased for the opportunity to review the draft 2 version of 
the ORPP prior to its review by the ICOSRMI and the National Research Council.  The 
general assessment of the ORRAP reviewers is that this draft is a considerable 
improvement over the previous one and addresses the key issues raised by the ORRAP in 
its review of that earlier document.   The ORRAP did note that the draft had quite a few 
typos and editorial glitches in it, but decided not to comment on them on the assumption 
they would be corrected in the next version. 
 
Specific comments made by the ORRAP are as follows:   
 

1) The document is an excellent step forward in development of the Ocean Research 
Priorities Plan.  The authors have done an outstanding job addressing the 
comments provided previously by ORRAP and by participants at the Denver 
workshop.  In particular, there are three sections on which they especially should 
be complemented: a) the section on framing the approach works well to identify 
the different types of research.  The plan is appropriately weighted towards 
applied research, but this section provides a good justification for the basic 
research that is a necessary part of the plan; b) The section on research priorities, 
especially the box outlining the guiding principles behind the priorities; and  c) 
The section on making a difference, which addresses two concerns (management 
translation, and education) that the ORRAP had with the previous draft.   

 
2) The introductory material in the document does a good job of engaging the reader 

(for example, the material in the Box on Page 5), but there are opportunities to 
engage the reader further.  The document needs to differentiate itself from a 
request for more money to do the same things we are already doing by providing 
more of a vision about the research opportunities and the strides we can take to 
leverage those opportunities.  This can be accomplished by increased focus on 
recent technological breakthroughs, such as genomics, telecommunications, 
nanotechnology, etc. that provide abundant opportunities for enhancing the 
management toolbox.  There is allusion to some of these breakthrough 
opportunities late in the document, but they would be better placed near the 
beginning to encourage the reader towards investment in the plan.   

 
3) The sections providing rationale for the research works well for most theme areas, 

except for ecosystem health.  This section is written from a decidedly 
oceanographic productivity perspective, whereas most of the ecosystem health 
concerns are nearshore in areas where direct human interactions are prevalent.  In 
particular, the section contains little about land-based sources of contamination, 
which managers consistently identify as their most immediate management 
opportunity.   

 
4) The section on human health appropriately emphasizes the need for more 

epidemiological studies to better tie the measures we use for ecosystem 
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assessment to their human health outcomes.   However, the research to develop 
new indicators that improve the health risk relationship appear later in the 
document.   This is an odd juxtaposition, as the new indicator research needs to 
precede the epidemiology studies, which will be used to evaluate whether new 
indicators actually improve the health risk relationship.   

 
5) The finish to the document is weak (it is sufficiently weak that it could easily lead 

one to believe it is unfinished).  The path forward section seems redundant with 
some of the material that appeared previously in the document and doesn’t 
provide much of a path. The next steps section is even more vague.  Most 
importantly, there is no reference to the implementation plan that will be 
produced as an accompanying document at a later date.   

 
6) There needs to be considerably more discussion about federal-state-local 

government partnerships.  There is a lot of research at the State/local level that 
needs to be leveraged.  Additionally, the best technology transfer occurs when 
federal agencies partner with the state and local agencies that are responsible for 
implementation.   

 
7) Finally, the document should provide metrics for assessing progress over time (or 

at least identify that they will appear in an accompanying implementation plan).  
There needs to be a framework for a future assessment of whether: a) the federal 
agencies modified their programs to address priorities identified in the plan; b) 
implementation of the plan was effective at developing better management tools; 
c) whether these tools and knowledge were transferred to and adopted by ocean 
managers; and d) whether the conditions targeted improvement through research 
investment actually improved.    

 
8) Page 5:  The statistic that 1 out of every 6 jobs is marine related is used 

here.  While this may come from the 1998 National Ocean Conference and 
has been bantered around for years now, its veracity/accuracy should be 
checked and a reliable source should be cited. 

 
9) Page 13-14:  Under the modeling section, in addition to developing 

additional models or advancing our modeling capabilities the section 
should also say something about the need to ensure continued collection of 
adequate in situ data for input and verification needs of modeling efforts. 

 
10)   Page 14:  Under Understanding human use and resources – this section 

should link social factors, development and management scenarios with 
real impacts and outcomes. 

 
11)   Page 15:   In addition to developing new capabilities for resource 

assessment, the section should also say something about the need to ensure 
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continued monitoring and assessment with best technologies currently 
available. 

 
12)   Page 18:  In addition to translating assessment of risk to the public and 

policy-makers, there also is a need to educate them on the phenomena 
involved.  With regard to modeling and forecasting of hazards, there also is 
a need to ensure adequate collection of data to verify and calibrate models. 

 
13)   Page 19:  When referring to hazard resilience include resistance also.  Just 

saying resilience by itself implies that we cannot, or will not, reduce 
impacts, we can only recover adequately. Please combine reduce risk and 
increase resilience throughout this section. 

 
14)   Page 21, last paragraph:  Should also state that investment in means to 

communicate risks and understanding of hazards is required in addition to a 
qualified workforce. 

 
15)   Page 22:  Under marine safety, need to integrate relationship with 

resource management. For example, integration of no discharge zones, 
sensitive habitats and other offshore delineations within navigation charts 
and mapping efforts. And note the need for close coordination with local, 
state and regional efforts. 

 
16)   In the section ANTICIPATING OCEAN VARIABILITY AND 

CHANGE:  Need to mention the importance and development of continued 
means to apply results of research for decision-making, adaptive 
management strategies, and education; public understanding of this issue is 
critical. 

 
17)   Page 38, line 11:  Add the word “reduce” - Apply our understanding to 

forecast and reduce ocean-related risks....  Research is needed not only to 
forecast and understand the risks, but also to also prevent and minimize the 
risks. 

 
18)  Page 39:  Add a few sentences about the importance of translation and 

education as in other sections. 
 

19)   Page 40:  Under Observing Systems, add implementation and sustainment 
of......  for the development, implementation and sustainment of an 
integrated ocean observing system... 

 
20)   Page 45:  Under establishing an ocean literate nation -- in addition to 

understanding ocean science and issues, the public and policy makers need 
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to recognize the importance of the ocean and society's reliance on it - this is 
not the same, but just as essential. 

 
Line 21 - check to see if the referenced 35 million visiting informal 
education centers is really 135 million.  And add,  “provide and sustain 
experiential education opportunities,” to the end of the sentence. 
Also, the other sections on page 45 should say something about the need 
to develop and find means to sustain products and tools. The problem in 
education is not necessarily in the development of new tools, but rather 
in sustaining, disseminating and using the ones we already have. 
 

21)   Page 46:  Add another category here - Develop and support mechanisms 
to communicate the results of ocean research through various media outlets 
and other communication means that effectively reach the mass public. 

 
22)   Page 48, line 12:  Add, “and reduce” – should note the need to identify 

and reduce anthropogenic impacts, while enabling effective management 
and mitigation. 

 
23)   The document could/should include more specific priorities and have a 

shorter introduction and "focus" – 11 pages is more than is needed.  There 
also seems to be a disproportionate emphasis on socioeconomic priorities 
considering that this document is an ocean research priorities plan 

 
24)   There is a total absence any discussion of important and current threats to 

coastal environments by alien or non-indigenous species.  The flip side of 
this issue is the need to conserve endemic species in coastal environments. 
Because this document is meant to identify the high priority ocean research 
needs for the nation, it should recognize and incorporate the non-
indigenous species topic into the research priority needs.  One suggestion is 
to incorporate the following sentence on page 15, line 9, right after the 
word, “patterns.” 

 
“Particular attention to cryptogenic and non-indigenous species 
needs to be made during assessment phases of all coastlines to insure 
that monitoring and detection of novel introductions is most 
effective.” 

 
 
Cordially, 
 

Ken 


